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Abstract

The paper demonstrates the use of an expectancy-value model,

common to dohsumer marketing studies, in analyeing the wket

position of an urban university. Using data gathered from 1,850

respondents among six different constituent groups, it describes

how various institutions of higher education are pdsitioned in

the minds of the public, as,to important attributes of colleges
,

and uniVersitiese. Such data are then utilized to show how changes

in perceptions could lead to changes.in'podtsecondary-attendance

'patterns athong the populace surVeyed.
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THE.USE OF AN EXPECTANCY-VALUE MODEL

IN STUDYING A UNIVERSITY'S'IMAGE

IntroductiOn

In recent years, much attention within higher education has

been focused on the'discipline of marketing, particularly as it

relates to_the admission and retention of students. Educators'

adoption of relevant marketing methods has been hindered, however,

by two major obstacles: (1) their limited view of marketing as

addressing only advertising issues, amd (2) their lack of experience,

in adapting marketing principles and techniques to the higher educa-

tion environment. The definitional problem of what constitutes

marketing is frequently addressed by proponents of its use,in col-

leges and universities, particularly when the audience is composed

primarily of trustees, presidents, and other decision-makers in

higher education. Their general apgroach is to'show that marketing

is much broader than simply advertising, so that.the marketing con-

cegt can be adapted.to the academic, non-profit sector without vio-

lating the different underlying value systems in higher education.

The adaptation of marketing principles and technique's to higher

education is necessarily a-more step-by-step process-Even the most

marketing oriented decision-Maker requires conceptual and methodo-

logical tools to guide the decision process and these must be

adapted. froM other fields and communicated to the managers (including

faculty and staff) in higher education. This study adds to the body

of knowledge concerning marketing in higher education by demonstrat-

ing the use Of an expectancy-value model in determining the market



position of a particular university. The benefits and drawbacks
_

'of the use of such a model in a university environment are

cussed, as are methods of stimulating'the impact on enrollment of

different policy decisions.

Purpose

The purpose of the paper is to demonstrate the use of an ex-

pectancy-value model, common to marketing studies, in analyiing

the market position of an urban universityr The paper focuses on

showing how consumer attituae concepts and methodologies can be

utilized to aid an institution of higher education in developing

a strategic marketing plan.

Literature Review

Marketing is not new to.non-profit organizations such as col-
.

leges and universities, but only recently has the term properly

teen used to encompass the many components of marketing thought.

Kotler's (1975) efforts at broadening the adoption of the marketing,.

concept to institutions,of higher learning, among other non-profit

organizations, ornurred_at the same time that colleges and universi-.

ties were faced with a shrinking market of students in the 18-22

year-old range. The maturation and expansion of the marketing dis-.

cipline has conveniently coincided with its need in tte postsecondary

sector, generating a great deal of attention from both marketers

and educators. (Barton, 1978; Litten, 19804. Lucas, 1979).

To date, the majotity of litetature about marekting in higher
,

education has her Of a general natute, describing what it is, and

wihaeit/is not,,to-sometimes suspiciods educators (Knight and

Johnson, 19813. It is essential to inform these generalists and

0 .
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policy makers as to the value ofadopting: a marketing orientation,

but for marketing to be useful in the day-to-day operation of

institUtions, educators must go beyond generalities to specific

principles and methodologies.

One of the most widely known and useful marketing management pro-
,

cesses to gain attention An'recent years.has been that of strategic,

planning, which itself was borrowed from management planning and its

antecedent discipline's (Cope, 1981). As Cope summarizes it, strategic

, planning is the process of focusing on six-conditions necessary to

university's) vitality in

. The conditions include:

assure an entitity's college's orc
t,

turbulent environments (e.g. the 1980's)

. (ly Centers of distinctive strength with internal and
. external Links.

(2) Pivotal locations -- geographic and 'technological.
(3) Quality produCts.. P.
(4) Permeable boundaries related to segmented markets.
(5) A majority of staff employed in sUbstructures havihg

adaptive fUnctions4
(6) Executive encouragement to develgp new

prducts. '(Cope,.. 1981, p4 1) (

.Key elementS of strategic planning as defined by Cope conse-'

quently include institutional self-study, which is the traditional
,

role of the institutional researcher, and-what Young (1981) calls

the "empirical investigation of a Changing environment." In other

words,' one must determine what the educational product is and what

the pbtential conSumers want, as well as vihat they might wa t in the
,

future, as part, f the strategic planning process. The in tit+onal
.

researcher is-one of.the obmious choices aS the person capable of

directing the marketing research effort needed to suppoik the strja
,

tegic planning of a college or university.
a

A particularly-useful model-for'application to.higher education

?
issues is the expectancy-value model which is frequently utilized



in- onsumer attitudeydies (Kotler, 1975; Murphy, 1981). The

pioneering work in 'attitude modeling by Rosenberg (1;56) and

Fishbein (1963) has been extended to include marketing applications

in profit and non-profit organizations (Wilkie and Pessemier, 1,97J).

Attributes of products-(e.g. universities are measured in terms

of: .(1) their.importance to buyers (e.g. potential Students, other

= .

constituents) and (2) whether they are associated with specific

products (e.g. universities),

Apiplication of the expectancy-value model in higher education

requires the specification, of a set of traitsdeemed desirable or

undesirable of a university, such as gbod aCademid reputation or

poor .social life. Then, a potential 'student is asked ter, rate the

4 ,

importance of each trait to him-or her individually on an eleven-
, /

point scale .(-5 to +5). Next, the'respondent is .asked to rate a

'group of.colleges and universities, inc1udIng the one sponsoring the

study, as to how much each inStitution i associated with eaCh trait.

The resulting scores for each trait, i.e. degree of importanc timps
,

4 'degree of .asSociation, am added to compute each respondent's bverall

institutional score for each college br university. The inSti ution
/

with the highest score for a particular respondent is the one

Which that.student is most likely to enroll, if 'admitted. The model,

as described here,, is summarized in Kotler (1975,.pp. 146-149). ,

The theory underlying the expectancy-value model is that .the

way a product, such as a university, is perCeived-can be measured,

and that the student choice outcome can be predicted from a summation

score derived from those.measures. Implicit als,p is the idea that

perbeptions of institutions can change, and sufficient change in

perceptions can cause changes in student choice. If the desired'
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change from the institution's point of.view is Increased applications

and/or enrollments, the he expectancy-value model holds both theo-

retical and practical promise.

MethOdology and Data Sources

t.

The design of the study was similar to those used to measure

purchase preferences among consumers, though its aim was broader in

scope than many consumer studies. The intent oT the study was to

meaatre the image and resulting market.position of Cleveland State
,

University among its various constituencies, not,just those igho. are

potential students. Since the student enmllment decieion process

is influenced by a variety of individuals, it was deemed important

to know how other key people perceive.the university. In addition,

at an urban commuter institution such as Cleveland State, it is dif-'2

ficult to identify the population of all potential students due'to

the wide-range of age and other demographics represented in the

student body.

Six populations were identified as constituting groups important

to the university and its future. The following samples were drawn

randomly from the populations identified: general 'population from

a six county area, weighted by county (1,.050); undergraduate students

at Cleveland State University (C.S.U.) (200); those accepted for

graduate school at C.S.U. (100); parents of undergraduate students

at C.S.U. (200); college-bound high schOol seniors (100); and high

_ school teachers and .counselors (200). All data were gathered via

telephone surveys, conducted by a marketing research firm. The average.

telephone call.lasted between.20 and 25 mintites.

Although each constitutent group had its own queetionnaire, some
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questions were coMmon to all while other questions were common to

two or.more. The questionnaires consised of three types of ques-
,

,tions: those involVing awareriess, attrrbutes, and demographics.,

the awarenes6 questions asked respondents.to name local colleges
*

-and universities that caMe to mind. The purpoSe of these quedtiOna

yfas to *determine the degree of unaided awareness that respondents

/have of C.S.U. Institution Awareness also serves as a\guide for

comparing schools based on attriltte ratings. In Sther/ivords, it'

points up top-Of-mind, competitive sets of schools among the various

respondents.

,The Attribute questions were the most Critical,to-the study.

They were deVeloped by soliciting important attributes of a college

or university from=faculty, administrators, and students. The exhaus-

, tive list was reduced by eliminating most of the duplicate.questions,

though a few which were worded differently were kept to.check for

reliability. Specific attribute questions most importenf.to the

specific group responding were then incorporated into each question-

naire.

The demographic portion of the surveys consisted of fairly

standard questions about age, sex, race, and income. Each survey

instrument was pretested with samples of ten respondents before.the

actual data collection began. University personnel were involved in

every stage Of sample selection and Survey construCtion.

jiesults

Two types of result's were found to be most helpful to the

uniVersity in anaulyzing its current market position. The internal

approach looked at the importance 'of certain'attributes and how well

f)



C.S.U. is associated wath those attributes.- The externa1 4ana1ysis.

examined' C.S.U. versus other_local colleges and universities,- based

on the derived attitude,scores (impoktance,x attribute association)

Many of the strengths of"the university,'as perceived by the

various groups, came as little surprise to those:long familiar with

C.S.U. It is perceived a; haiiin4 a convenient, dOwntown location,

charging *relatively low tuition, .offering a"yariety of.coursed nd

programs, having modern fadilifieeand offelinga wide ranga'of.

*degrees.., Some.of its strengths are also perdeived as weaknesses.

For' exaMple, the dOWfitown locaton is. associated with-crime, a com-.:
,

-
mu.per collecje with little dormitory 4 as seen asra' de.triment by

/ _

manY,,and the 'urban environment,makes parkinlimore -difficult. The

.

high .qual4.ty of faculty. While some would argue that current

.
students feel this way because-they are self-Selected'and are trying

to
. ,

lower what marketers.call post-purchase disponance'L iGist, 1971,
Tj

. .

more.qualiiative questions cOnderning faculty and programs,gener-
. -1 . .

.. .

. .
. .

,

ated responses of.an adequate,,but,not outstanding nature. In other
, . .

words, thoie surveyed felt that the unive'i'ai s quaity oty'lf education'
,

.

-

9 is aoceptable for aa urbah, state' gniversity.'
. .

Interestingly, tbe perceptions of the Six groups surveyed were
. `

sithilar as t'o the'importancedaven tO various attribUtes, but quite

different in their degree of.assoCiation with C.J.U: In examining,

., Figure 1,. for example, at appears that the groups al,1 place a'heavy.

;emphasis on high quality prOfeSsors. In the,general-population and

among college-bound high school senior's, howevqr', less than half of
* 4'

"-the,.peOple, surveyed associated.that trait with .Current

students, on the,oth r hand,are generally positive concerning.the.

.
. .

. ,
. .

p. 438L these,results suggest .a.gap.that' Might be shrunk to the
, e



benefit of the univer41
41,

- p&dEIFIGURES 1 AND 2 HERE.- _

10

- Another atrribute important to the groups studied is academic
5

reputation. As can be seer; in Figure 2; there aie substantialgaps

between those who know the university.well and those who do not.

Figures 3 and A show less dramatic differences regarding tho

traits: _numerous course'Offerings and range of degrees offered.
4

Figure 5 demonstrates that campus safety Produces greater discreb-

ancies ambng the group ratings than'any 6ther trait, again with those

least likely to know the university well associating it less with
,

personal,safety. Figure 6 shows that college-bound high school

seniors differ from the other- grOups concerning the importance.of a
'4)

college or44university being Close'to home.
.

PLACE FIGURES 3 7 6HEAE - - -

'"To w4mmarize, the uniyerYity is 'generally perceived as being

geographically micaily convenient,, clfering an adeqUate

educatiorw-bUt_lacking in .safety,:acadethic ptature, and the social
.

-benefits ofliving away from home. There are substantial differences,"
,

however, between those who know it best, and46hose Who know it least,

with the former group.being mUch more positiire then ,the latter.

The data concerning.other local Polkegea and universiftle's-9e.r6
/.

in'papy reapects,' to the data."poncerning. Howevei,

the older, more established Private institutions are seen as being

6f higher academic quality, and the community c011eges are perceive&

'as less prestigious. Safety is measured by distapce.from'down.town,

with the suburban campuses being rated as,Safest. The institutions



whose profiles are closest tc that of C.S.U., the "competition," are

not-too-distantstate.universities'with residential facilities and
,

local private institutions with moderate admissions standards and

tuition costs.

Discussion

The pubiickerceptions of C.S.U..were not, unexpected, but :there

were some surprises. The' fact that current students and their par-

ents view the university 'in a positive way is encouraging, Many .

Admit that they attend C.S.U. for convenience reasons, including the I

ability to work
.

and attend college simUltaneously, but they Also:seem

to be positive.regardingsthe quality of education received once th.w

matriculate. Even,in light,of,the caveats mentioned above, these

findings suggest that thei.e is aI-A/-5-- ween the university's product

and itS' perception among many constituents, es ally the general

public and potential students, 'that might be'lessened too the'benefit

of the university. The safety issue is an anti-downtown bias

which the university is well aw'aie, and the views of current students

suggest that paSt efforts in this area have lessened the concerns of -

those who are familiar with the Campus.

One of the most difficult*issues for the university to address

is the desire of many 18-22 year old students to live away from

home while attending college. .With limited dormitory space (roughly

210 spaces far over 19,000 students) and little chance of major ex-.

,
pansion in the near future,,there appears to be a limited attraction

of C.S.U. to students wlio wish to live 'away from home. The impor-

tance of this attribute may change for Some stuaents in light of the

current.economic environment, .but this is difficult to predict.
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,

The gap betWeen external perception arid internal reality as to

academic environment is suggested by the data'concerning other insti7

tutions as well. C.S-.U.'s faculty is at least'as qualified, and A.n

some cases more qualified,according to traditional academic criteria,

r

than other local colleges and universities, yet the external publics

-- seem unaware of_ the facts. While this discovery suggeats needed per-,

ceptual improvements in the future, it causes difficulties and frUstr:-

tions in competing for students in the present. It appears that a

long history and high tuition costs create an aura of higher quality

around the local private institutions than around the public ones,

including C.S.U. In addition, high admission standards suggest quality

to the public; easy entry is identified with easy_exlt,-regardless of

the realities.

In light of theSe results, practical action can be guided by the

expectancy-value'model. The greatest increases in total institutional

or product score are generated by increasing the public's perception

of those attributes considered to be Most important, in this case.

quality of faculty., academic reputation, and campus safety, especially

if gaps appear,betWeen public perception and institutional reality.

Increasing Iffareness ot the university is not the problem, since most

of those surVeyed are aware of its existence. What is needed is a

concentrated\effort aimed at informing the university's constituencies

as to its underrated strengths.

A major drawback to the use of the expectancy-value in higher

education has to do with its underlying assumptions. The.model is

adapted from studies of consumer buying which usually concentrat::1 on

items which are purchased frequently. Although it has been used for

studies of major purchases, such as homes, (Park, Hughes, Thukral, and
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Ftiedmann, 1981), it is-more difficult to. redict the consumer behavior

of major purchases because of the emotionalism involved: Attending

a college or university is moie like/buying an automobile than tooth-

-paste 'or jelly, so similar restrictions apply to the use of the model .

in postsecondary education.

A more fundamental criticisth of the model as described here has

tb do with validation. In an ideal situation, attribute importance

and association are measured prior to a purchase, then purchase deci-

sions are matched to the behavior predicted by the model. The study

described above did not, by its nature, allow for testing the hypoth-

esis that a shift in perception would lead to a change in purchase,

i.e. -enro-Thilen, behavior.. Usefulness-of the results is further com-

plicated by the fact that many of those surveyed were not potential

students. One must therefore question the benefit of shifting their

perceptions unless they are potential influencers. In short, this

study did not provide information to determine whether ot not changing

the public image' on the important attribtes will in fact affeCt en-
.

rollment. Nevertheless, these results do suggest a direction in which

the university might proceed regarding the elements of its marketing

program,

Conclusion

The,expectancy-value model, despite its limitations for-use in

higher-eduCationAproved to be quite useful at one urban, public

university. Its use hal pointed up discrepancies between perceptions

of :those closest to the univeriity and those least:familiar with it

that give direction to the university's overall marketing effort.

Application and enrollment gains can.possibly-result from a better
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understaEding in the communit at large as to the high quality of

the university's underrated acuity-and-programs. An-added bohus

0

is that such an effort, if properly done, would be appealing to the

faculty,.staff, and students.

-\`
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